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Summary
Louise Brown was born thirty years ago as the world’s first “test-tube” baby. Numerous speculations and concerns were linked to this event, some of them related to the psychosocial aspects of infertility and of assisted reproduction. The last few years have brought huge advances in the understanding of the psychosocial aspects of infertility. This review begins with a presentation of the important demographic and medical preconditions involved. This is followed by an overview of the psychosocial features that are typical of infertile couples and a discussion of the connections between distress and infertility. The psychological effects of reproductive medical treatment are described, and the long-term impact of involuntary childlessness is outlined. The basic principles, aims, and effects of counseling and psychotherapy of infertile couples are set out in detail, together with the urgent requirements regarding future research in this field, after thirty years of in vitro fertilisation.

Louise Brown has reached the age of 30
Louise Brown was born in England in July 1978, as the first human being worldwide to be conceived outside the maternal body. The short article on the event, published in The Lancet (Steptoe and Edwards 1978), is still one of the most-cited scientific articles. The event, regarded as a medical sensation, lead to many ethical and psychological, sometimes very heated, discussions. Reporting on the event, the news magazine “Der Spiegel” published an article titled “A step towards the homunculus” (Der Spiegel 1978). For example, the following query was raised: should artificial insemination, “this perversion of the act of conception”, be left in the hands of “the unholy alliance of parents unsuited to bring up children and gynecologists obsessed by the ideology of ‘do-ability’ and competitiveness”? (Speidel 1989, p. 121). Now, after 30 years of “artificial” insemination, the results of scientific studies on the psychosocial aspects of involuntary childlessness and assisted reproductive technology (ART) are presented in this overview article.

Prevalence of involuntary childlessness
According to the definition of the WHO (Vayena et al. 2002), couples who do not conceive within one year, although they have regular unprotected sexual intercourse, are regarded as being involuntarily childless. It is difficult to estimate how many couples are currently affected in Germany; it is assumed that the figure is between 0.5-1.5 million couples, i.e. 3-9 % of all couples that desire a child (Boivin et al. 2007; Gnoth et al. 2005). In terms of lifetime prevalence, every third to fourth woman has a one-year wait before conceiving (McQuillan et al. 2003; Schmidt 2006), whereas these women do not necessarily regard themselves as being involuntarily childless due to this. At present, it is not possible to provide precise data on the prevalence of involuntary childlessness. This is due firstly, to the fact that desired childlessness often passes over into involuntary childlessness, and secondly, because it is not clear how to assess couples in which the partner that wishes to have a child must wait for the other partner, who, (as yet) does not wish to have a child. It is assumed that involuntary childlessness will increase in Germany. This is mainly due to the continual increase in the average age of first-time mothers. In the old federal states, the average age is over 30, while 30 years ago the average age was 25, and in the former German Federal Republic it was 22 (BIB – Federal Institute for Population Research 2005). Risk factors that influence involuntary childlessness are also increasing, particularly the increase in chlamydia infections and overweight in young girls (Wischmann 2006c), as well as, to a lesser extent, an increase in testicular cancer in men (Purdue et al. 2005). It is expected that more and more children will be born after reproductive medical treatment, not only due to the increase in fertility disorders but also due to the growing spread of techniques of assisted reproduction. Within a period of ten years (1997-2006), over 104 000 children were born following ART (DIR 2007); now a proportion of 1.6 % of all births in Germany (Nyboe Andersen et al. 2008), i.e. every 60th birth results from ART.

Assisted reproductive technologies
The article by Jantke (2005) provides an overview of diagnosis and treatment of involuntary childlessness, including the use of reproductive medical measures. The techniques of assisted reproduction, in the narrower sense, include intrauterine insemination (IUI) following hormonal stimulation of the woman, in vitro fertilization (IVF) as the “classical” procedure, and intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), the latest development among these techniques. Von Otte (2007) describes new developments in reproductive medicine. Their use is legally regulated by the embryo protection law (ESchG 1990) and is governed by the rules of conduct laid out in the medical guideline (BAK 2006). These regulations are inadequate with regard to donor insemination, namely treatment with sperm from a donor (Thorn and Wischmann 2008a, 2008b), particularly with respect to the rights of the child to learn of its parentage (Wisch-
anomalies in children following IVF or ICSI is higher in children born after assisted reproduction: The risk of chromosomal abnormalities is still dramatic risk of multiple births, singleton pregnancies are multiple births (DIR 2007). Furthermore, apart from the still dramatic risk of multiple births, singleton pregnancies following assisted reproduction result in an average lower birth-weight and an increase in premature births (de Geyter et al. 2006; Halliday 2007; Sutcliffe and Ludwig 2007). Higher somatic risks cannot be excluded in children born after assisted reproduction: The risk of chromosomal anomalies in children following IVF or ICSI is higher in comparison to that in children conceived spontaneously; moreover, severe malformation must be expected in every 12th pregnancy (following spontaneous conception, in every 15th pregnancy, Wunder 2005). It has still not been clarified to what extent these risks depend on the technique of ART, or on the couples involved in assisted reproduction and their risk factors. One argument for the first alternative could be that more children are born with malformations after ICSI transfers (the transfer of previously deep-frozen embryos or egg cells in a prenuclear state) than after ICSI transfers of fresh embryos (Belva et al. 2008).

Figures on pregnancy and birth rates are disputed ART data. A differentiation is made between biochemical and clinical pregnancy; only few centers of reproductive medicine issue live-birth rate figures. For example, one center advertises on the internet a clinical pregnancy rate of 42.6 % per transfer; this is one-and-a-half times higher than the corresponding average yearly rate issued by the German IVF Registry. In a German-speaking foreign country, a specialist for reproductive medicine advertised on the internet, stating that the results at his institute were roughly three times higher than in Germany (this commercial has, in the meantime, been withdrawn). The number of live-births, which is decisive for the couples affected, is, in contrast, ca. 16 % per IVF or ICSI cycle (Kupka et al. 2004) and is not above 20 % at any center (Michelmann and Himmel 2007). According to these figures, over 60 % of the couples remain childless after three completed treatment cycles (at least after four cycles the figure is 50 %). The general public clearly overestimates the live-birth rate. In a representative survey by Stöbel-Richter et al. (2006), the average live-birth rate was estimated to be 44 % after one treatment cycle of “artificial insemination”. Over one third of the participants in the survey estimated the success rate to be over 50 %.

These not very high rates of success are accompanied by several risks: 20-25 % of the pregnancies end in miscarriage and 1-3 % in extrauterine gravidity (DIR 2007). The rate of twin-births is twenty times higher and that of triplets two-hundred times higher than the rate in spontaneously conceived children, this means that ca. 20 % of the births are multiple births (DIR 2007). Furthermore, apart from the still dramatic risk of multiple births, singleton pregnancies following assisted reproduction result in an average lower birth-weight and an increase in premature births (de Geyter et al. 2006; Halliday 2007; Sutcliffe and Ludwig 2007). Higher somatic risks cannot be excluded in children born after assisted reproduction: The risk of chromosomal anomalies in children following IVF or ICSI is higher in

Psychological characteristics of couples with a desire for a child

From the 1940s until the 1990s, couples with an unfulfilled desire for a child were predominantly pathologized from a psychosomatic point of view, especially as at the outset it was assumed that only 50 % of all fertility disorders were due to physical reasons. The following “Personality factors in female sterility” (Blos and Cleghorn 1958) were found in an older American overview:

1. Physical and emotional immaturity
2. Aggressive-masculine type (resents female role)
3. Combination of 1 and 2
4. Hostile mother identification
5. Motherly type
6. Feminine erotic type
7. Obsessive-compulsive type
8. Disturbed, impoverished, and chronic worriers

Apart from there appearing to have been no male fertility disorders at that time (or they were simply not acknowledged), mothers or women who remained voluntarily childless will probably have no difficulty in recognizing their own characteristics among these “personality factors”. This pathologizing continued – also with respect to certain illnesses, such as endometriosis, for instance (see Wischmann 2008a). Two examples follow from German-speaking regions, from the 1980s and 1970s respectively:

“A harmonious desire for children was found in only 15 % of the female, but in 40 % of the male patients” (Jeker et al. 1989; p. 29).
Among ten “functionally sterile” couples Goldschmidt and de Boor (1976) found four “severely disturbed” and three “oedipally disturbed” couples; in the authors’ opinion, the other three couples “although strongly defensive, appeared normal”. That such sweeping pathologizing statements, which are not supported by any systematic study, are not merely a relic of the last century, becomes clear in the three following more recent quotations. “Such a woman often possesses deep ambivalent feelings towards both her own mother and a fantasied child” (Christie and Morgan 2006, p. 88), “The ambivalence contained in the desire for a child is a cause of psychogenic sterility” (Eicher 2006, p. 797), and “50 percent of all couples that are involuntarily childless are physically healthy from an orthodox medical point of view. Many couples sense that deep psychological blockades may prevent them from procreating or conceiving” (Zart 2008, p. 34).

Scientifically based research presents a completely different picture (overview: Strauß et al. 2004): on average, couples that wish to have a child appear to be psychologically normal. Only consistent finding is a mild increase in the tendency to depression, anxiety, and physical complaints in many women. The most likely interpretation of these symptoms is that they result from the medical diagnosis or infertility treatment, as the severity of these symptoms increases with the length of time of the treatment in the first years. Overall, the proportion of psychopathological abnormal persons among couples that desire a child is 15-20 % and therefore certainly not higher than that in the general population. Findings are also normal in infertile couples with regard to satisfaction with the partnership. The longer the medical treatment, the more satisfied involuntary childless women appear to become with their relationship, in comparison to standard questionnaire values. No typical specific relationship patterns could be established for childless couples (Wischmann et al. 2002). As seen in the couple profile in the Giessen Test (see. Fig. 1), apart from the clinically remarkable depression in the self-image of the woman, no other findings could be found in a large sample of patients.

The profile shown in the scale second from the bottom (HM – DE) illustrates a feature often observed in psychosocial infertility counseling, namely the polarization of the basic moods of the man and woman. In the woman’s self-image she does not regard her depression (DE-pole) as being as severe as her partner perceives it to be, whereas the woman perceives the man’s basic mood to be much less encumbered than he himself regards it to be (partner-image has shifted towards the HM-Pole).

### Figure 1: Giessen Test couple profile (modified from: Wischmann et al. 2002, p. 415)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Self- and Partner-images (N=841 couples)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>** p &lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>*** p &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, couples with so-called idiopathic sterility, i. e. couples with normal organic medical findings, are also found to be psychologically normal. On no account should idiopathic fertility disorders always be equated with psychogenic fertility disorders, as these impairments must fulfill certain criteria. According to the current guideline “Psychosomatic oriented diagnostics and therapy for fertility disorders” (Strauß et al. 2004), a couple suffers from psychogenic infertility if:

a. the couple behaves in a manner that harms their fertility, despite having been advised otherwise by a physician (e. g. forms of nutrition – particularly over- or underweight and eating disorders –, high-performance sport, misuse of nicotine, alcohol, or medicinal drugs, extreme work-related stress),

b. the couple does not have sexual intercourse during the woman’s fertile days or there is a non-organic sexual dysfunction, and if

c. the couple acknowledges that from a medical point of view, fertility treatment is necessary if they wish to have a child, but – even after a long period of respite – they do not commence therapy: for example, if they continually postpone the tubal patency test or the spermogram.

According to this scientifically proven definition of psychogenic infertility (see also BÄK 2006), it is not any kind of...
mental attitude towards the child (either conscious or unconscious) that influences fertility, but only certain behavior that harms or restricts it. According to this definition, the prevalence of psychogenic infertility is estimated to be ca. 5% (Wischmann 2006a).

The significance of stress with respect to fertility disorders

In general, the negative influence of stress on fertility is also clearly overestimated. Psychosomatic theory has developed various models to demonstrate the connection between psychological stress and the reproductive system, so-called cyclic models (Wischmann 2006a). However, these models only impress due to their (ostensive) plausibility. It has meanwhile become apparent that the connection between stress and fertility is not linear, and is moderated by other variables in addition. These mediating variables include the way a couple copes, the extent of support from their social environment, their optimism, resilience, or vulnerability (for examples see Lancastle and Boivin 2005; Litt et al. 1992; Lobel et al. 2000). Furthermore, due to their individual nature, the traditional stress models do not fully appreciate the dyadic context of infertility (Pasch et al. 2001, p. 562; see also Petersen et al. 2006). There follows a short summary of the results of two prospective studies carried out on sufficiently large sample groups. A study involving 1088 women before and during IVF or ICSI treatment investigating the connection between stress and fertility found that even a sharp rise in anxiety measurements shortly before puncture in women who previously showed little anxiety, influenced neither the result of the puncture nor the likelihood of pregnancy (Lintsen et al. 2006). Another study involving 430 Danish couples, who were planning their first pregnancy, found that the effects of the man’s daily life stress on his semen quality is small or nonexistent (Hjollund et al. 2004). Also, the so-called “fact”, which is often mentioned in connection with the psychogenesis of infertility, that couples who relinquish their wish to have a child (e.g. in the process of adoption) conceive spontaneously, does not stand up to scientific scrutiny. The few women (3-4%) who do become pregnant after adoption receive much more attention and appear far more frequently in the media than the 96-97% of “unsuccessful” women (de La Rochebrochard et al. 2008; Hanson and Rock 1950; Seibel and Taymor 1982; Wischmann 2006b). Systematic studies with larger case numbers found, to some extent, even lower pregnancy rates in adoptive parents than in couples that had not adopted (Lamb and Leurgans 1979). The resolution “I must give up my desire to have a child in order to conceive” can be considered psychologically as an – albeit paradox – attempt to positively influence the ultimately uncontrollable situation of a fertility disorder by consciously relinquishing control (Wischmann 2006a). The advice from those not involved “You only have to let go and then it will work!” is often a request not to be drawn into a situation that is not understood and which makes one feel uneasy.

Psychological effects of the desire for a child and ART

While the psychological causes of involuntary childlessness are generally overstated, the effects of an unfulfilled desire for a child and of the reproductive medical treatment are still often underestimated (Cousineau and Domar 2007). In the study carried out by Freeman et al. (1985), 48% of the women and 15% of the men stated that they regarded their infertility as their worst life crisis. For many women, the effects of this crisis can be equated, to a certain extent, with those of a serious illness (such as an HIV infection or cancer) or the loss of a close relative (Domar et al. 1993; Kerr et al. 1999). Reproductive medical treatment, which is time-consuming and emotionally and financially demanding, is an additional psychological burden for many women (Boivin et al. 1995; Olivius et al. 2004). Naturally, the more unsuccessful treatment cycles the woman undergoes, the more the strain increases, until after several years of treatment a certain ceiling effect sets in (Beutel et al. 1999; Burns 2007; Domar et al. 1992). Many women undergoing infertility treatment are more anxious, depressed, and their self-esteem is lower than that of their partner and in comparison to the norm (Nachtigall et al. 1992; Wright et al. 1991). Men who exhibit an andrological factor describe themselves as being more anxious and interpersonal sensitive compared with the norm (Glover et al. 1996). The psychological stress during the waiting period following embryo transfer is more of a strain for many women than all the medical procedures involved in IVF therapy, and, for example, also more stressful than the routine abdominal laparoscopy (Kentenich et al. 1989; van Balen et al. 1996). It is probably for this reason that over half of the couples, despite the lack of success, do not complete all the treatment cycles on offer (even if their health insurance reimburses 100% of the treatment costs). When questioned in retrospect, many couples say that emotional strain is the main reason for abandoning treatment (Hammarberg et al. 2001; Olivius et al. 2004; Schröder et al. 2004). Up to 60% of the couples report that reproductive medical treatment (e.g. having to keep a basal temperature curve or due to “planned intercourse”) leads to serious sexual dysfunctions (Möller 2001; Strauß et al. 2004; Wischmann 2008e). Furthermore, if the fertility disorder has no organic cause, this may lead to the idea of “psychogenic infertility” in many couples, which, at least in some women, may lead to an increase in stress in the form of brooding and guilt (Wischmann 2006a) caused by treatment.
The situation of permanently involuntarily childless couples

All studies suggest that there are only slight differences between the life quality of permanently involuntarily childless couples and that of couples with children (or voluntarily childless couples) (Strauß et al. 2004; Sundby et al. 2007; Sydsjö et al. 2005). It is prognostically favorable if the couple (particularly the woman) can accept childlessness and are able to evaluate the situation positively and if both partners actively search for alternatives (“plan B”) and do not socially isolate themselves (Lechner et al. 2007). Correspondingly, prognostically unfavorable factors include continued brooding and contemplation on the cause of childlessness, if a feeling of helplessness dominates the couple, and if there is still a strong focus on children being the only aim in life (Kraaij et al. 2008; Verhaak et al. 2007). Most couples report that overcoming the crisis of childlessness has lead, either in the mid- or long-term, to a strengthening of their relationship. Overcoming the infertility crisis together appears, from the point of view of the woman, to “weld them together” (Repokari et al. 2007). Five to ten years after unsuccessful IVF-treatment the rate of separation of the couples is between 3 and 17 % and therefore below that of couples with spontaneously conceived children (Bryson et al. 2000; Sundby et al. 2007). Some studies report severe restrictions in the mid- and long-term sexual life of the couples (e. g. Daniluk and Tench 2007; Wirtinger et al. 2007). However, it is unclear whether these restrictions are due to involuntary childlessness, or as with other couples, they are due to the length of the relationship at this point. It should be pointed out that drawing a general conclusion from the results of studies on permanently involuntarily childless couples is limited due to the rate of non-responders, which amounts to one third on average. There is evidence that the life situation of the non-responders is slightly less favorable.

Family development following ART

Originally, there were two contrary standpoints on the development of children conceived by ART: on the one hand, it was thought that these children and their relationship to their parents tend to develop badly. Eventually, after a phase of idealizing the desire for a child, when confronted with the weaknesses and negative aspects of the child, the parents turn away from the child in disappointment (Burns 1990). On the other hand, there was also the idea that these children develop particularly well as their parents desired them so much and they are considered “precious” (van Balen 1998), possibly to the extent of overprotection of the child (Golombok 1992). Systematic studies show that neither of these presumptions were justified (for an overview see: Wischmann 2008d). Susan Golombok’s research group carried out the worldwide leading study in four European countries, the “European Study of Assisted Reproduction Families” on 102 families after IVF, 92 families following donor insemination, 102 families with adopted children, and 102 families with spontaneously conceived children. The main result of this careful and comprehensive long-term study showed a lack of seriously abnormal findings in the social and psychological development of singletons (children with major malformations and children from multiples births were not included in the study). The couple’s relationship and the child-parent relationship are, if anything, more positive after ART compared with couples that spontaneously conceived children, at least in the 4- to 8-year-old group. During the children’s adolescence, a tendency was found for mothers to overprotect their IVF children; this finding must, however, still be replicated. The rate of separation is between 6-12 % in IVF parents (with the exclusion of parents of multiples) and thus lower than in parents with spontaneously conceived children, where it is 15-20 % (Golombok et al. 1996, 2002, 2004; Halliday 2007; Leunens et al. 2008). It must be pointed out, however, that the response rate in the original study (Golombok et al. 1996) was 70 % in IVF and families that adopted, but only 47 % for families following donor insemination. Thus, a certain selection effect cannot be ruled out.

With regard to the development of couple relationships, Sydsjö et al. (2000) found no differences between the IVF group and a control group (each consisting of 108 couples) at the birth of the child. One year later, the quality of the relationship was significantly worse in the control group. When the children had reached the age of five, there was no longer any difference between the groups (Sydsjö et al. 2008). The separation rate in 227 couples after treatment with donor insemination was below (however, not significantly) the rate of the comparable control cases (Benvold et al. 1989); a more recent study found a rate of 15 % (Lycett et al. 2004). The high rate of nonresponders must be taken into consideration when interpreting these results.

The (few) studies on child development after gamete donation in lesbian or homosexual couples show no abnormal development in the children, nearly 100 % of whom are informed on how they were conceived (Brewys 2001; Golombok et al. 2003; Scheib et al. 2003). There are also probably no unusual findings in children of “single-mothers by choice” (Murray and Golombok 2003). The development of children following egg donation also appears to be normal, insofar as egg donation was legal in the country in which the children live (Söderström-Antilla et al. 2001). Whether this also applies to the currently 14-year-old Riccardo della Corte (and his 77-year-old...
mother), who was born after egg donation to “replace” his brother of the same name who died in an accident in 1991, remains to be seen (Wischmann 2006c). Nothing is generally known about the psychosocial development of children following surrogate motherhood (van den Akker 2007); first results suggest, if anything, a normal course, similar to that in egg donation (Casey et al. 2008; Golombok et al. 2006). All previously mentioned results are based on white members of the middle and upper classes in Western countries, as there is a general lack of comparative cultural studies (Segev and van den Akker 2006).

Families with (high-grade) multiples following ART constitute a high-risk group from a psychological point of view too. Apart from the considerable medical risks such as increased morbidity and mortality among the children (for an overview see Thorn 2006a; a case study can be found in Wischmann 2004), the following psychosocial risks have been clearly established: multiples develop considerable behavioral and language disorders; mothers of multiples have a significantly higher risk of becoming depressed; the separation rate of parents of multiples is significantly higher than that of parents of singletons (Bindt 2002; Sheard et al. 2007). A German study showed that in every family with multiple children of school age, one or more of the multiples attended special schools (Winkler 2006).

The importance of psychological counseling for involuntarily childless couples

In the interviews carried out by the authors on the psychosocial necessity for infertility counseling, 27% of the couples questioned stated that they were afraid of stigmatization, and 18% were afraid of the destabilizing effect of counseling, and they had therefore not yet taken advantage of this. 18% of the interviewees said that their own resources were sufficient to cope with the situation. As with other psychosocial counseling, here there are also deficits in the availability of information and threshold apprehension, as well as fear of stigmatization by the environment if this offer is taken up (Wischmann 2003). This explains why a large number of couples have a positive attitude towards psychosocial infertility counseling but only a small proportion takes advantage of it. Couples that do attend counseling are characterized by a subjectively high rate of distress and depression on the part of the woman, whereas more often the men feel helpless and dissatisfied with the relationship and the couple’s sexual life (Wischmann et al. 2009). According to Stammer et al. (2004; see also Covington and Burns 2006), the primary aims of psychosocial infertility counseling are:

- to enable couples to cope better with childlessness,
- to provide help in decision-making with regard to reproductive medical treatment,
- to avoid potential (partnership) conflicts,
- to improve communication between the partners, with physicians and with others,
- to improve acceptance if medical treatment fails,
- to give support in finding alternative perspectives.

In order to achieve these aims, the course of relationship counseling should be transparent, should remove the stigma, and activate the couple’s resources. Counseling should focus on helping couples to cope with this crisis, but also pinpoint behavior that has a damaging effect on fertility. The emotional crises that regularly occur during medical diagnostics or therapy (“emotional rollercoaster”: the fearful hope following embryo transfer abruptly alters to despairing disappointment when the pregnancy test is negative or when menstruation begins), and potential sexual dysfunctions should be anticipated, actively responded to and accepted during counseling, thus normally relieving the burden on the couple. The distinctly different emotional experiences of the partners in involuntarily childless couples must be taken into consideration (O’Donnell 2007), and if the blame is one-sided, the counselor must maintain an understanding and open attitude. Ultimately, counseling on childlessness should enable the couple to relinquish their “dream of their own child”, at least for a while and to rediscover and revitalize their life “beyond the desire for a child” (Wischmann and Stammer 2006). The structure and contents of the “Heidelberg Fertility Counselling Service” are shown in Figure 2.

Topics frequently treated during counseling include the couple’s evaluation of the medical diagnostics and treatment, the coping with infertility and its treatment, the current life situation, including the work situation, the motivation behind the desire for a child, aspects regarding family origin and social environment, the relationship, sexuality and bodily experience, as well as alternative life plans (“plan B”). A detailed description of the counseling concept is set out in Stammer et al. (2004). Psychological counseling for involuntary childlessness should be facilitative and should be available to couples at all times during medical treatment (and thereafter). In 2005, Counselling Network for Infertility Germany (BKID) developed guidelines on psychosocial counseling for childlessness; these guidelines are to be found in Kleinschmidt et al. (2008). Due to the specific characteristics of treatment by gamete donation, the BKID advocates a more binding type of counseling, with obligatory documentation of participation in counseling or of its rejection. The guidelines for counseling on gamete donation are published in Thorn and Wischmann (2008b).
Effects of psychosocial interventions on involuntarily childless couples

Apart from “face-to-face counseling” there are various possibilities of psychosocial support for infertile couples (for an overview, see Wischmann 2008b). Apparently, providing information on the technical procedures in ART, in the form of brochures or videos, for example, helps couples to cope adequately with fertility disorders. Couples should also be encouraged to collect information on the internet when deciding which type of medical therapy to choose; however, the dangers of false or misleading information should be pointed out. Addresses of recommended websites are to be found at the conclusion of this article. Educational groups can be recommended to strengthen the possibilities of coping, especially in the case of sperm donation treatment (Thorn and Daniels 2007). Such groups greatly contribute to speeding up the trend of informing children at an earlier stage who were conceived as result of donor insemination, a trend which has become apparent during the past years (Greenfield 2002) and which, from a psychological point of view, is urgently necessary (Golombok 2008). Self-help groups are of less benefit for coming to terms with childlessness. In this case, individual or couple counseling is probably more suitable.

The effects of fertility counseling and psychotherapy have meanwhile been carefully studied. Boivin (2004) as well as de Liz and Strauß (2005) have itemized the available scientific studies in a review, respectively in a meta-analysis. Boivin found that the effects were systematically evaluated in only a small proportion of the studies (25 of 380 studies). One result was that even low-threshold counseling (two to five hours of counseling) clearly reduces the emotional strain in the majority of women. This effect is not as distinct in men, as on average they appear to be under less
strain as a result of involuntary childlessness and therefore, a great reduction in stress is not to be expected. Whilst Boivin emphasized another result in her review, namely, that as a general rule pregnancy rates are not increased by psychosocial intervention, de Liz and Strauß arrived at a different conclusion in their meta-analysis. They found that pregnancy rates (the total sum of all interventional studies) were clearly higher than those of the reference groups. However, it remained unclear in this meta-analysis as to whether the pregnancies occurred independent of the measures of assisted reproduction or whether couples in the reference groups had undergone any medical treatment at all. In serious counseling, an increase in the likelihood of pregnancy should not be propagated as the main aim of counseling.

Practical conclusions
Physicians treating couples for involuntary childlessness must fulfill the following requirements (from: Wischmann 2004, p. 39):
• Psychological effects of fertility disorders and ART must be reconsidered when making diagnostic and therapeutic decisions.
• It is imperative to inform each couple of the realistic, individually evaluated chances of success of ART.
• A generalized psychologization of infertility should be avoided (myth of a “psychological blockade”), as it is contra-productive and damages the physician-patient relationship.
• The sexual anamnesis must be carried out carefully and tactfully as knowledge about the significance of the “fertile days” is often limited.
• Emotional crises and sexual dysfunctions must be accepted, anticipated, and actively discussed as this usually relieves the couple.
• Couples should be advised to take a rest from treatment if it is unsuccessful, particularly in the case of a miscarriage, in order to allow time for mourning and to let other life aims resurface.
• Counseling provides couples with sources of information, not only on the medical but also on the psychological aspects of fertility disorders (handbooks on childlessness, brochures issued by the Federal Center for Health Education (BZgA).
• Inform the couple on the possibilities of psychosocial counseling (e. g. Counselling Network for Infertility Germany, see www.bkid.de).
• Observe the guidelines “Fertility Disorders – Psychosomatic Oriented Diagnosis and Therapy” (see www.leitlinien.net).

Apart from the “Medienpaket ungewollte Kinderlosigkeit” from the Federal Center for Health Education (BZgA 1999), publications by Kleinschmidt et al. (2008), Spiewak (2005), Stammer et al. (2004), Strauß et al. (2004) and Wischmann and Stammer (2006) are particularly recommended, not only for members of the medical profession but also for the couples affected and their relatives. The handbook by Thorn (2008b) on the special subject of sperm donation is also recommended. The books by Enchelmaier (2004) and Zehetbauer (2007) are suitable for providing support during the process of coming to terms with infertility. The handbook by Covington and Burns (2006) is an international reference book for professionals.

Some important internet links: the brochures included in the multimedia package from the BZgA can be found at http://www.familienplanung.de/kinderwunsch. The project “Heidelberg Fertility Consultation Service” is described at http://www.kinderwunschberatung.uni-hd.de. Two recommended professional internet forums for the exchange of information, which are supervised by physicians, can be found at the following addresses: http://www.wunschkinder.net and http://www.kleinputz.net. Both these forums also deal with the psychosocial aspects of involuntary childlessness. The list of psychosocial counselors of the Counselling Network for Infertility Germany, as well as its directives and guidelines are to be found at http://www.bkid.de. The manual “Practical therapy in sterility—a manual for gynecologists from a psychosomatic point of view” (Kentenich et al. 2000) is to be found on the website of the German Society for Psychosomatic Obstetrics and Gynecology at http://www.dgpgg.de. The following websites are recommended as sources of information in the English language: the website of the ESHRE at http://www.eshre.com (in particular the “Special Interest Group Psychology and Counselling”), the “Mental Health Professional Group” of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) at http://www.asrm.org, as well as the “British Infertility Counselling Association” at http://www.bica.net.

Summary and Outlook
• The influence of the psyche on the genesis of fertility disorders is, on the whole, overestimated. Involuntarily childless couples are usually normal from a psychological point of view. The psychological, social, and motor developments of singletons born after assisted reproduction, as well as the relationships within the family, are usually normal. The general public and couples should be adequately informed of these facts.
• From a psychological point of view, multiples clearly constitute a high-risk group; therefore, singleton pregnancy should be the main aim of assisted reproduction. There is a lack of comparative studies on multiples following ART and spontaneously conceived multiples.
• The psychological effects of the higher rate of premature births and lower birth weight, also for singletons, following ART (and their possible secondary medical damage),
are still unknown. Due to this, prospective and long-term studies should be carried out on child and family development following assisted reproduction.

- In special cases of congenital paternal infertility, male offspring conceived after ICSI will also be infertile. In order to learn about these effects, prospective studies are urgently required for this group of boys up to and including the time they begin to plan a family.
- Children born after assisted reproduction are usually not informed, or only at a very late stage, on how they were conceived, and children conceived after gamete donation are almost never informed. Prospective studies on the process of the development of their identity are urgently required. Anticipated difficulties in recruitment could be counteracted by creative research approaches.
- Similar methodological considerations should be made for studies on couples that have remained involuntarily childless in the long term. Particularly meticulous responder-nonresponder analyses are called for.
- So far, research on adoption and on "open-identity sperm donors" show the importance of offsprings' knowledge of their biological roots. According to current scientific knowledge, from a psychological point of view, anonymous sperm donation should be clearly rejected.
- As after an average of three cycles of assisted reproduction over 50 % of the couples in Germany remain childless and as a rule do not receive further psychosocial counseling, it may be concluded that additional psychosocial counseling and care should be provided.
- Almost all the studies available on the psychosocial aspects of involuntary childlessness and reproductive medical treatment are based on Western countries (USA, Europe, Australia, and New Zealand) and Japan. Therefore, the findings in scientific literature can only generally be applied to these countries. There should be more support for studies to investigate these aspects in so-called “developing countries”.

After 30 years of IVF, international, comprehensive, and differentiated scientific research has been able to allay many of the fears and prejudices that arose with the birth of Louise Brown. In particular, with regard to the psychological aspects of fertility disorders and of assisted reproduction, the all-clear signal can be partially, but not completely, given. However, it is urgent that the above-mentioned research gaps now be closed.
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Psychosocial aspects of infertile couples

Question 1
Which answer is correct?
Which of the following women, at some point in their life, wait at least one year before becoming pregnant?
- a. None of the woman who wish to have a child.
- b. Every tenth woman who wishes to have a child.
- c. Every fifth woman who wishes to have a child.
- d. Every third to fourth woman who wishes to have a child.
- e. Every woman who wishes to have a child.

Question 2
Which answer is correct?
Involuntarily childless couples:
- a. as a rule, suffer from a personality disorder,
- b. are recognizable due to specific relationship patterns,
- c. are usually psychogenically infertile,
- d. usually conceive spontaneously after adopting a child.
- e. None of the answers are correct.

Question 3
Which answer is correct?
The general public’s estimation of the success rates of assisted reproduction
- a. is clearly too low,
- b. is exactly right,
- c. is too high,
- d. has not been investigated.
- e. None of the answers are correct.

Question 4
Which answer is correct?
After assisted reproduction, multiples
- a. have parents with more stable relationships than single offspring,
- b. show a better cognitive development than single offspring,
- c. have, as a rule, happier mothers,
- d. demonstrate fewer behavioral disorders than single offspring.
- e. None of the answers are correct.

Question 5
Which answer is correct?
The aim of psychosocial fertility counseling should be
- a. to aid couples to find alternative perspectives,
- b. to increase the likelihood of pregnancy,
- c. to destabilize the relationship,
- d. to consistently advise against reproductive medical treatment,
- e. to exclusively explore “psychological blockades”

Question 6
Which answer is correct?
Couples with a child or children conceived by donor insemination
- a. have a high separation rate,
- b. have usually informed their offspring on how they were conceived,
- c. report great developmental disorders in their children,
- d. have become increasingly reluctant during the last decade to inform their children about their conception.
- e. None of the answers are correct.

Question 7
Which answer is correct?
- a. For many women, the period of waiting after embryo transfer is more stressful than the actual medical treatment.
- b. The rate of malformations in children after assisted reproduction is lower than that after spontaneous conception.
- c. Few women experience infertility as a crisis.
- d. The course of medical reproductive treatment does not influence the sexual life of couples.
- e. The influence of stress on fertility has been clearly established.

Question 8
Which answer is correct?
A couple probably (partially) suffers from a psychologically based fertility impairment
- a. if the spermiogram is “continually postponed” for months,
- b. if the couple never have intercourse during the “fertile days”,
- c. if the woman suffers from untreated anorexia,
- d. if the man continues to smoke a great number of cigarettes, despite his doctor’s advice.
- e. All the answers are correct.
Question 9
Which answer is correct?
Couples that are permanently involuntarily childless
a. generally have a tendency to commit suicide,
b. usually separate when treatment is completed,
c. have a good prognosis if they accept the situation,
d. have a bad prognosis if they have a good social network,
e. have a significantly worse life quality than couples with children.

Question 10
Which answer is correct?
Involuntary infertility will increase
a. due to the increasing age of first-time mothers,
b. due to the increase in chlamydia infections,
c. due to the increase in young girls’ weight,
d. due to the increase in testicular cancer.
e. All the answers are correct.